By George M. Killenberg

A rundown, off-campus apartment building, currently on the University approved housing list, is in violation of the city housing code, according to a Carbondale official.

Thomas A. Easterly, city housing and zoning administrator, said the apartment located at 718 South University St. was inspected two years ago and found to be in violation of the housing code on 10 counts.

Easterly said yesterday that "knows for a fact" that the owner of the building, Carbon­dale attorney John Lannin, had turned the code violations requested by the city, in particular, building inadequate electrical wiring.

Easterly said that he plans to have the building inspected "as soon as possible" in view of yesterday's Daily Egyptian article reporting slum-level living conditions in a basement apartment of the building.

In the article Easterly was referring to, a former tenant, who rented the basement apartment for $100 per month, described the living conditions as "just terrible" and "nothing lived there except mice and cockroaches."

The ex-tenant also reported that the apartment was fested by mice and cockroaches. "The place was a filthy mess."

City records show that the building was inspected on April 7, 1965 and found to be in violation of city codes on 10 counts. A letter from the city dated July 1, 1965 was sent to the building owner, John Lannin, requesting that the code violations be corrected.

Asked if two years was adequate time to make the improvements, Easterly re­plies: "Two years appear to be required for corrections."

Easterly explained that for minor repairs, property owners are given a maximum of 45 days to complete the corrections, but in the case of major repairs, which Lannin needed, there is no time limit set.

The city inspection report revealed that the electrical wiring was defective and that the building had no fire extinguishers or fire alarm signs. Heating equipment was found to be in bad condition and lacking the proper insulation from combustible materials.

Windows were reported broken, combustible material stored around the walls, and the "general housekeeping" of the building was "poor."

SIU off-campus housing coordinator Dennis Balgeman, whose office is responsible for approving all off-campus housing, was out of town on campus but was unavailable for comment yesterday.

The Egyptian attempted to contact Balgeman several times, but was told each time that Balgeman was not in his office.

Housing Control Sought By Student Government

Ray Lenzi, SIU student body president, has charged that the University housing policy is arbitrary and wrong, and suggests that it be abolished and turned over to the students.

"The present housing policy is black or white, approval or non-approval," Lenzi said yesterday. "This is wrong."

According to Lenzi, the University tells students where to live, which is wrong. "The present criteria in evaluating housing is arbitrary," he added.

Lenzi suggested that guidelines for student housing should be taken over by the student government. This could be handled by a Student Government Evaluating Committee made up of students only.

Lenzi said that the present policy on housing should be abolished and replaced by allowing students freedom to decide for themselves where to live.

"The policy should be changed to allow students to choose their own housing," Lenzi said that student government could help by providing evaluations of housing facilities to students seeking housing.

"Students welcome help, but not control," he said.

SIU Budget, Housing Matters On Trustees' Agenda Friday

The SIU Board of Trustees will consider the internal budget for the 1967-68 fiscal year and a proposal to establish resident housing near the Edwardsville campus at its meeting today at 6:30 a.m. in the President's Office.

The meeting, the first of the new school year for the board, will include an informal dinner meeting Thursday evening at President Morris's home.

The board also will consider a policy to encourage top high school students to enroll in college instead of graduating from high school.

A comprehensive policy on the use of campus facilities for meetings and conventions by outside groups will be presented to the board.

Other items on the agenda include the taking of bids for parking lot and garage construction and the letting of bids for construction of a water pump station. Both pro­jects are for the Edwardsville campus.

The meeting, to be held in a conference room in the President's office, is open to the public.
Life Science Addition Bids Received

CHICAGO - An apparent low bid of $9,775,000 has been received by the Illinois Building Authority for the construction of a new biological sciences building at Southern Illinois University.

The bid, lowest of three submitted to the IBA at its offices here Tuesday, was submitted by the J.L. Simmons Construction Co. of Decatur.

However, University Architect Charles Pulley said added alternates included in the proposal would boost the total contract to $10,679,641. That exceeds the amount of funds available to SIU for building construction.

Naming of Frosh Cheerleaders Will Resume for Basketball

A freshman cheerleading squad will be selected to cheer at Saluki basketball games. For the last several years, a freshman squad did not cheer during the basketball season.

More cheerleading alternates will also be selected by the varsity cheer squad.

Varsity alternates must be sophomores, juniors or seniors with a 3.0 overall grade point average. Freshman squad members must have a 3.0 grade point average at the end of fall quarter to cheer during the winter quarter.

Cheer practice for those girls interested in trying out for any position will be at 9 p.m. Monday in the girls' gymnasium. Tryouts have been set tentatively for Sept. 30.

Vending Machines Continue Service

The more than 300 vending machines on the SIU campus were being serviced Thursday as drivers for ARA Service continued to strike.

Carlson F. Rasche, director of Auxiliary Services, said things were "in good shape" but that management personnel handling deliveries and service calls were "coming along in good shape now" since the managers have learned the location of campus machines.

Klimstra Re-elected

W. D. Klimstra, professor of zoology and director of the Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory, was recently re-elected to his third successive term as chairman of the Illinois Nature Preserves Commission.

The list of alternates includes various furnishings and equipment items ranging from carpeting to a laboratory vacuum system.

The SIU board of trustees will consider the bids at its meeting today in Carbondale. The large building—more than 225,000 square feet with four floors above ground—will be an addition to SIU's existing Life Sciences Building.

It will be used mainly for graduate studies, research, and faculty offices in zoology, botany, physiology, microbiology and psychology.

Funds totaling $11.1 million are available through the IBA at Southern Illinois University.

and a grant from the federal Higher Educational Facilities Act, but approximately $1 million of that is earmarked for such non-contract items as moveable equipment, architect's fees, construction supervision and bond financing, Pulley said.
"Paris of America" WSIU-TV Feature Tonight

"Quebec: Paris of America," a study of a French city in the middle of English America, will be the topic of Passport Eight: Wagabond at 8 p.m. tonight on WSIU-TV.

Other programs:
4:30 p.m.
What's New: "The History and art of photography"

5 p.m.
The Friendly Giant.

Pan-Am Group To Meet Monday

The Pan-American Organization will hold a planning meeting at 7 p.m. Monday in Room C of the University Center.

Wheels Night and the activities for the year will be the primary topics of discussion.

All students are invited to the meeting.

On Oct. 4 the organization will sponsor a talk by William Gannett, associate professor in the Department of Government. The title of the speech will be "The Split in the Contemporary Latin American Communist Movement."

Students Meet Advisers

Dr. and Mrs. M.H. Rim-eran, advisers to the Jewish Student Association, will be introduced following services at 8 p.m. Friday at the Jewish Student Center, 803 S. Washington.

The Wesley Foundation

Sunday Supper Forum

September 24, 6:00 P.M.

"Impératives For a Revolutionary Age"

All students are welcome

Held over as our late show for tonight & Sat Night!!!

SEE "MONDO HOLLYWOOD"... IT'S WAY OUT DOORS OPEN 11 p.m. -- STARTS 11:30

A super-realistic mind-expanding acid-blasting freak-out of a movie!

About the love generation-By the love generation-
For the love generation-A trip to end all trips!

"MONDO HOLLYWOOD"

Absolutely True! Absolutely Incredible!

Produced, Directed and Photographed by ROBERT CAIN, CONNOR / Music Direction by RICK CAIN

Great sound recording available on TOWER RECORDS

Color by Pathe / An OMEGA-CYTRON Production released by H11 Hollywood International Productions

ADMISSION: ALL SEATS $1.25
University Should Set Housing Prices

David E, Marshall

Is it wrong to believe that off-campus housing is being inspected primarily for the benefit of the students? What happens is that often the very same neighborhood landlords that they would re- frain from regulating prices and also promised stable that a large range of off- campus housing would be approved to make several price levels of accommodations available.

If the University could ensure that students that the worst places would rent for lower rates, then perhaps the two policies would not conflict.

Previously, the University did not always know what the student was being charged after the housing was approved. Now the contracts are on file and officials can see exactly what the borderline and slum-level approved housing is renting for.

The value of accommodations cannot be calculated by the place's capacity alone. A $50-a-month dump is worth just that much, regardless of how many students can be stacked into a place which can accommodate either two or three students is worth so much a month regardless how many live there. There is one exception to this, and that is when the utilities and water are paid by the landlord.

An extra charge of $5 a month for each additional occupant is reasonable for water and sewage. But many times the place which rents for $100 a month with two is rented for $120 to $140 per month for three.

This is true with one approved house where the fourth man in an apartment has had to sleep the first week on broken-down sofa. His landlord has not mentioned the possibility of his being reimbursed for his back-bending inconvenience.

The University has no right to any interference from a governmental agency which relates to business and its right to free enterprise. Students surely appreciate the University's policy of approving facilities within a wide price range, but now is the time when the University officials have documented proof of what is being done to students for whom the facilities.

- Minimum off-campus housing prices have to be dropped to the level of the greatest need for approved facilities.

If officials continue to approve housing which has been condemned by the Carbondale building code, then they are going to have to become involved in price setting whether the landlords like it or not.

If the inspectors would be more particular when approving buildings, it is now not likely that the landlord how much "should" be charged, this would be performing a service to the students.

Reasons Still Unclear

For Improved Food

The new University food service, in operation now for one fall year, is a success. The food service manager, in the light of his new glory, has offered to choose a reason for the failure of the old food service.

Last year the University did not renew the contract of Slaters Food Service. Student displeasure with the old food service had been apparent for several years, and a change was necessary.

Ronald Rogers, manager of Interstate United Food Management, now says that perhaps the old food service was not as bad as some people think.

The University Center food service has been operating the past year with a decrease in customers.

The reason, Rogers thinks, is the increase of off-campus eating facilities in new off-campus living areas.

But how can a food service operate with fewer customers than its predecessor and still be termed more successful?

Rogers' theory is that students are now coming to eat at the University Center out of choice rather than necessity.

He feels that when a facility is overloaded with more of the public is involved, especially against their will, the complaints are more numeros.

Whom do we thank now for our seemingly successful food service?—The new service itself, or the increase in off campus facilities.

Margaret Perez

Letters to the Editor

Wrong Attitude

Letter to the editor: to write a meeting called for the express purpose of bearing the problems of the housing holders in this area, I am writing this to let the student body know just how concerned the University is with the housing situation both from the landlord's side and from the student's.

The meeting opened with some remarks by Wilbur Moulton, 37R's Dean of students. During his remarks he was quoted as stating that he had held a "hearing" with the newly-formed Student Government Housing Commission. I wrote Dean Moulton concerning my intention, I did not even receive a reply to my letter, much less meet or talk with the dean at any time. For what purpose was this intended I personally do not know, but it does exemplify the underhanded tactics employed by the University in handling, or better yet, covering up a situation.

After his opening remarks the dean read the long list of University Housing regulations, called for questions (there was only one), and tried to adjourn the meeting. At this time I introduced myself to the dean and the housing owners and tried to present some problems that students are having with housing. My concerns were dismissed by the dean as being "not possible."

The students must live in the housing provided—If their problems are not important, whose are? The meeting was a farce! It did, however, accomplish one thing—it stands as a symbol of the lowly and deceitful methods employed by the University in dealing with the student body.

R.E. Daniels

Chairman, Student Housing Commission

DAILY EAGLE

September 22, 1967
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OPENING CONVOCATION—SIU President Delyle W. Morris was the speaker Thursday for the 1967-68 University Convocations. The session was conducted in the SIU Arena. Morris told the students they should maintain an attitude of adaptability to change because it is important to adapt to changes. "If a person doesn't remain loose and adapt readily to change, he will be in was conducted in the SIU Arena. Morris told the group the world passes by, and his task is to keep students up to date."

"If a person doesn't remain loose and adapt readily to change, he will be in the group that the world passes by," Morris told the students.

Health Classes
Being Updated
By New Ideas

New blood has been injected into closed-circuit health education courses at SIU.

John R. LeFevre, director of the health education series, said the tapes used in this required General Studies course have been revised to keep up with latest information and to bring authorities in the specific areas of health into the different segments.

Guest lecturers taped include Dr. Mary Calderone, executive director of sex information, Information Council of the United States, who was interviewed by LeFevre in the East, and a University psychiatrist, Dr. Roger Little, whose talk on mental health was taped in the WEIU-TV studios on the Carbondale campus.

A number of campus specialists in health education also are lecturers.

LeFevre, professor of health education at SIU, said tapes running from 30 to 40 minutes are shown in the classroom on Mondays and Wednesdays. An instructor supplements the information presented and presides over general discussions during the remaining time of the three days a week course. Textbooks and a study guide are used.

LeFevre is a member of a committee of the National Center for Schools and College TV that is circulating SIU's tapes to schools of other committee members to show the impact that authorities in a field can have on a class.

He said that the audio parts of the tapes are kept in the SIU Self-Instruction Center, where they may be reviewed by students.

COFFEE HOUSE

816 S. ILLINOIS

Every Friday and Saturday
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Fall Term Opening This Weekend
Experimental Film:
"It's About That Carpenter"

All persons within the academic community are welcome to share in the context of THE WELL. At the coffee house there is concern for creative conversation and artistic expression.

THE WELL includes:
* Art Exhibits
* International Coffees
* Folk Music
* Oral Interpretation
* Experimental Films

"BEST FILM OF 1966"
National Society of Film Critics

SUN - MON - TUES CONTINUOUS SUN FROM 2:30
Increasing Emphasis on Graduates Evident in President's Remarks

By Alfred J. Wilson

The enrollment trend at SIU is increasing emphasis on undergraduates and graduate students.

Remarks by President Delyte W. Morris on July 10 at groundbreaking ceremonies for a new library housing project at SIU created something of a stir. He referred to the above trend.

One reaction was that the president was outlining a completely new educational role for SIU. President Morris's statement should not have been surprising because it was based on part of the Master Plan for higher education in Illinois, proposed by the Illinois Board of Higher Education in July, 1964. The plan was submitted to the General Assembly in January, 1965.

Morris discussed this development in his remarks July 10: "One of the most significant changes ahead of us already under way--well under way--is the shift--and it will be a continual and steady shift from here on--of emphasis in enrollment volume from the freshman-sophomore class to the junior-senior class. It is not unlikely that there will be no freshman or sophomore class within 10 to 15 years. Probably the ultimate will be somewhere in between, with a small number of freshmen and sophomores for special reasons and purposes."

"But in any case the great mass of growth in the University in terms of building development, in terms of staff development and in terms of input of students is going to be at the advanced undergraduate and graduate levels."

Morris said the Board of Higher Education in Illinois was in keeping with the provisions of the Master Plan and development by the Board of Higher Education.

The board was established in 1961 to plan the wisest possible use of the educational resources in Illinois.

The best use of educational resources in Illinois may include Southern becoming entirely an upper-division school with no freshmen and sophomores, or the lower-division enrollment, if allowed, will be stabilized at the number of students enrolled in the fall term of 1970.

Milton T. Edelman, who, at the end of the summer term, resigned as associate dean of the Graduate School, said no one knows at this time exactly what course Southern will follow.

The need for wise utilization of Illinois' 121 colleges and universities is emphasized by the fact that 37 per cent of these institutions enroll only six per cent of the students.

More planning for higher education is necessary because even with the total enrollment in Illinois increasing the state is not keeping pace with the nation or other large geographic areas in need of graduate education to keep abreast of technological advancements.

The board believes that education has promoted these changes and been in turn affected by them. Coping with these changes can best be done through orderly analysis and planning.

Planning the location of the graduate institutions will be according to demographic and geographic considerations. SIU must be considered for geographic reasons, and the populous industrial area is in need of graduate education to keep abreast of technological advancements.

The board states that planning is essential because "Illinois cannot afford to tarnish its reputation for quality work at graduate and professional levels as has happened in several other states."

"No one seriously believes that the people of Illinois ought to have inferior courses and degree programs on each of its eighth, or more, university campuses," according to the Board.

SOUTHERN PLAYERS

1967-1968 SEASON BOOKS

OH DAD, POOR DAD, MAMA'S HUNG YOU IN THE CLOSET AND I'M FEELING SO SAD

THE VISIT

THE MAN WHO LOST THE RIVER

THE LITTLE FOXES

OF THE I SING

WHACKY COMEDY BY ARTHUR KOPT

TERRIFYING REVENGE BY FRIEDRICH DURENMAATT

NEW MARK TWAIN PLAY

BY BERNARD SARA

DISTINGUISHED DRAMA BY LILLIAN HELLMAN

BIG BRASSY MUSICAL FOR ELECTION YEAR

BY GEORGE AND IRA GERSHWIN.

SAVE!

BUY NOW:

- AT UNIVERSITY THEATRE BOX OFFICE
- AT UNIVERSITY CENTER
- FROM STUDENT SALES MEN

SUNDAY MASSES: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
12:15 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION: SUNDAY, 4:30-5:30 and 6:30 -8:00 p.m.

INFORMATION TALKS ON CATHOLIC FAITH EVERY Thursday beginning October 5, 1967
8:00 p.m. in the church
303 South Poplar Street
Carbondale, Illinois

THE CATHOLIC INFORMATION TALKS ARE FOR THOSE

- Catholics interested in learning more about their faith
- For those interested in becoming members of the Catholic church
- For the non-committed who are merely interested in hearing and learning about the Catholic faith.
The program, which has been located in Carbondale for the past year, is experimenting in mathematics education.

The purpose of the meeting, running from Saturday through Tuesday, will be to develop the math content of the curriculum.

Those attending the meeting include Hans Steiner, University of Munster, Germany; Lennart Rade, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden; Max Beberman and Harold Lang, University of Illinois; Robert Exner, Syracuse University and A.M. Mark of SIU. The chairman of the meeting will be Vincent Haag of Franklin and Marshall College.

The program has been hailed both in this country and in Europe as a major advance in education.

Students from both the University School and Carbondale Community High School are participating in the project. According to Dave Masters, one of the teachers in the program, they have met with a great deal of success. Some of the high school students have been doing work on the college and graduate school level.

Masters said three of last year's graduates obtained scholarships primarily on their mathematical ability.

The scholarships were to MIT, John Hopkins University and the University of Chicago.

This past summer 20 students volunteered to participate in the mathematics program although they received no academic credit.

The program is open ended and may later be expanded to include other disciplines besides mathematics. There are also plans for a 'school of the future' to be built in this area.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

$10 00

Imported V-neck & Crew Neck In Lambswool & Shetland

Goldsmith's recently made a special purchase of high-quality sweaters direct from England and we want you to benefit from our savings. We have always been known for the excellence of our clothing and these sweaters prove no exception. The wide selection of V-neck and crew necks are available in a vast array of colors in English lambswool and shetland. Stop in soon and select the one that is right for you.

811 So. Illinois

Goldsmith's

A GOLDSMITH LABEL ASSURES YOU OF QUALITY

School Supplies. . .

Best Selection in town

Southern Illinois Book & Supply
Massive Floods Follow Beulah

CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex. (AP) — Massive flooding on the myriad rivers in south Texas' flatlands followed 16 inch rains deposited by dying Hurricane Beulah Thursday, isolating whole cities. South Texas already was reeling from a half-billion dollar blow from Beulah's winds, tides and tornadoes.

Beulah, downgraded to the rank of tropical storm, val­lowed southwestward toward Las Vegas. The Weather Bureau issued new tornado warnings throughout the storm area.

Rain still poured. Officials had counted 56 tornadoes since Beulah's first onslaught Wed­nesday.

Federal and state officials estimated Thursday south Texas already had taken $500,000,000 worth of damage and the storm's fury was far from over.

The Rio Grande Valley, mauled by Beulah's 160­mile-an-hour winds, was cut off by floods. Travel was haz­ardous, even between Valley towns. The Valley has a pop­ulation of about half a mil­lion.

Victoria, Tex., 80 miles northwest of Corpus Christi, was cut off by floodwaters. The Guadalupe River was 9 feet over flood stage and ris­ing.

Victoria, 50 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico, re­ceived 16 inches of rain and lost its remaining road con­nection with the outside world at 5 p.m.

Fowler Slams GOP Blockage Of Tax Boost

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Fowler said Thursday re­fusal of Congress to raise taxes would leave the econom­y in a shambles and subject congressmen to 'voter back­lash next year. In his strongest appeal to date for approval of President Johnson's proposed 10 per cent surcharge on individ­ual and corporate income taxes, Fowler said a con­gressman who votes against the plan would be playing "political Russian roulette".

Just before Fowler spoke at a National Press Club lun­cheon, Republican congressional leaders took a slap at the surcharge but acknowledged it isn't dead.

Rep. Gerald R. Ford of Michigan, the House GOP leader, said there appears to be no chance now for House approval of the plan but the atmosphere might change if the administration makes a bona fide effort to cut spending.

BOB'S DIVE SHOP

* PROFESSIONAL DIVING
* EQUIPMENT REPAIR
* TANKS TESTED
* AIR

U. S. DIVERS - DACOR - SPORTSWAYS

CLASSES EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Special Appointments on Weekdays

774-2146

5 Miles North of Royalton

WELCOME!

to the

CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD

(United Church of Christ)

Orchard Drive at West Schuatts

SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP
9 a.m. & 11 a.m.

RIDE THE FREE BUS PROVIDED FROM UNIVERSITY HOUSING OR PHONE 457-2232 FOR INFORMATION OR TRANSPORTATION.

Roy Griebel, Pastor

What big fries you have, my dear

Moo & Cackle

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

The Moo's Manager

Jack Baird

SIU Alumnus

Leahie's SHOES

219 SOUTH ILLINOIS — CARBONDALE

meet 'brown mix' the most colorful mix since Tom!

Brown Mix is what happens to leather when you mix equal parts of light chocolate with very dark. The result is a great new neutral that goes with everything you go with. Can you think of a spiffier way to win your west — whatever it is?

$11.00 to $13.00
Goldberg Asks Assurance Of Talks with Bombing Halt

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) -- U.S. Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg challenged Hanoi and its allies Thursday to state categorically that meaningful talks would take place, without disadvantage to either side, if the United States halted its bombing of North Vietnam.

In a major address to the U.N. General Assembly, Goldberg reiterated that the United States was committed to a political solution, not a military solution, in Vietnam. But he added that "in light of our commitment to a political solution, we will not permit North Vietnam and its adherents to impose a military solution upon South Vietnam."

The chief U.S. delegate noted that Hanoi in its public statements had said negotiations "could" take place if the bombing stopped. Other governments and Secretary-General U Thant, he said, "have expressed their belief or assumption that negotiations 'would' begin" if the bombing stopped.

But he added that "no such third party—including those governments which are among Hanoi's closest friends—has conveyed to us any authoritative message from Hanoi that there would in fact be negotiations if the bombing were stopped."

"We have sought such a message, directly from Hanoi without success."

Goldberg's 4,500-word speech also dealt with the tense Middle East, disarmament and African problems. But, in obvious recognition of the temper of the assembly, he devoted most of his attention to Vietnam.

"One U.S. representative said the initial reaction to the speech was "good" and a "good expression of our position" on Vietnam.

But many delegates questioned by reporters said they had found nothing new in the speech. Others said the United States had taken a more conciliatory stand toward North Vietnam, and opinions were split on whether the United States had hardened its attitude toward Israel.

"Perhaps I will say something tomorrow in my speech," Gromyko said.

Goldberg said the United States would be glad to consider and discuss any proposal that would lead promptly to productive discussions that might bring about peace in the area."

More Casualties This Year In Vietnam Than in Past 6

SAIGON (AP) -- Military statistics showed Thursday more U.S. fighting men had been killed and more wounded in action during the past week than in all the previous six years of American involvement.

Bearing out forecasts that a rising U.S. commitment would mean rising losses, official data listed 6,664 killed and 37,738 wounded over a 24-hour period that contributed heavily to the U.S. casualty total 13,365 dead among the Marines, the chief U.N. official data listed 45,705 American combat dead and 181,888 wounded.

The toll over the years from a 24-hour period had been 16,245 dead and 63,443 wounded. In addition, 2,649 men have died as a result of accidents and other causes officially classified as nonhostile. The Pentagon reported there were 22 such cases last week.

U.S. planes struck again at North Vietnam, and a broadcast dispatch from Hanoi declared seven were shot down over the port city of Haiphong.

There was no immediate comment from American authorities.

Communist and American units pursued a war of attrition along the demilitarized zone that contributed heavily to pushing the roll of American dead last week over the 600 mark for the second straight week.

The U.S. destroyer Morton joined land-based artillery, B-52 Stratofortresses and Marine fighter-bombers in sealing out Communist guns that were lobbing shells on Marine outposts below the zone. General William C. Westmoreland's headquarters reported that the enemy shelling over a 24-hour period had killed 6 more Americans and wounded 41 in the hot-spot sector.

The bulk of the American casualties last week were among the Marines, the chief of the allied forces on guard in the 1st Corps area to prevent a major Communist thrust from the north into South Vietnam.

The U.S. Command reported 236 Americans were killed, 1,774 wounded and 4 missing in action over the seven-day period. This compared with 242 killed, 1,390 wounded and 7 missing in the somewhat heavier operations of Sept. 13-20.
Variety of Jobs Available for Students

Seeking Financial Assistance in College

Could you demonstrate and sell cosmetics? Or check blueprints, do farm work or work with a surveying crew? Perhaps you have both a preference and qualifications for clerical, janitorial, library or food service work.

If so, you just might be able to fill the slot for a student job coordinated through the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.

According to Raymond P. Jarrett, assistant director of the Student Work and Financial Assistance Program, some 4,000 students were employed on campus during the 1966-67 school year.

About 30 per cent of campus jobs are of a clerical nature while food service and janitorial/maintenance positions total 25 to 30 per cent. Some 200 types of positions are offered. The majority are available on campus, but others such as light housework, babysitting, lawn care and assisting blind and rehabilitation students are considered off-campus positions.

Students may find a position related to their campus major. An engineering major may find work as a draftsman while a library science major could perhaps be employed in Morris Library. Also, students training to become lab technicians might find a place at the University Health Service or a science major could be used as a research aide in related areas.

It appears that clerical work is the best bet for freshman girls while janitorial/maintenance or food service work is considered the best employment for freshman boys.

The beginning wage for undergraduates is now $1 an hour. The undergraduate maximum is $1.75 per hour.

Graduate students working on a master's begin at no less than $1.15 an hour with the maximum being $2.00. Jobs related to their major work earn $1.50 an hour.

The student payroll for the past academic year exceeded $3,000,000.

Any student interested in securing part-time employment should make application at the Student Work and Financial Assistance office located in Building D of the Washington Square. He will then be interviewed to see what available position he would best fill.

Over 1,000 students were mass interviewed weekly during the first two weeks of fall quarter last year.

Police Dog 'King' Takes Vacation

The Carbondale Police Department's dog, King, who was the center of controversy this summer, has been given a two- and one-half month vacation until policy for his use is given definition.

Police Chief Jack Hazel said future policy will be determined soon.

The use of King was one of the grievances listed last summer by a group of Negroes who petitioned in an attempt to have three police officers removed from the local force.

St. Louis Executives Tour SIU's Campus

A delegation of 17 women executives from St. Louis recently toured the campus of SIU.

The group, the Pilot Club, a service organization, was escorted on the campus tour by Henrietta Becker, lecturer in food and nutrition. Miss Becker, a former president of the Pilot Club, was formerly director of the dietetic service at Barnes Hospital, St. Louis.
Open Through MA Level

Latin American Study Grants Available

Applications will be taken Monday for graduate student grants for study and research in Latin America.

Edward T. Purcell, special programs officer for the U.S. Department of State, will recruit candidates for this program on Monday morning in the offices of the International Services Division.

The grants are U.S. Department of State awards to young American graduate students. Approximately 100 grants are given each year.

Only graduating seniors and graduate students up to and including the M.A. level will be considered in this competition.

Each grant covers living and academic expenses, and provides round-trip transportation for the recipient, but not for his family if he is married.

Students in all academic fields are eligible, providing they are proficient in the language of the country for which they apply.

Grants for doctoral candidates are available under a separate program administered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Purcell will go to the Edwardsville campus early in the afternoon. He reports that no qualified candidates from SIU applied last year.

He hopes to stimulate SIU students to apply. The better candidates will be invited to travel at government expense to St. Louis University where they will be screened by a committee of five scholars from mid-western universities.

The deadline for applications is Nov. 1. Successful candidates will receive grants for the academic year beginning September, 1968. Interested students should call the International Services Division at 543-3361 for further information.

Free Bus Service
To Local Churches

To Begin Sunday

Free bus service will begin Sunday for all students in University housing wishing to attend church service. The West Bus Service Co. will operate the buses in cooperation with the churches of Carbondale.

The buses will depart at 9 a.m. and continue at 30-minute intervals from the following points: Lentz Hall in Thompson Point, Woody Hall on S. University, Neely Hall in University Park and at the Small Group Housing on Circle drive.

Students will be returned after all the services have concluded.

On a trial basis throughout October and November, another bus will run on the same schedule from University City and the Wall-College complex of dorms and apartments.

Stalin's Daughter
To Appear on TV

SIU's educational television station, WSUI-TV, will present an exclusive N.E.T. interview with the daughter of former Soviet dictator, Joseph Stalin.

Svetlana Alliluyeva Stalin who defected from the Soviet Union into the United States will discuss her father's regime in an hour-long program commencing at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 18.

The program is being held on the anniversary of the propagation of her controversial memoirs.

Svetlana recently announced she was giving her interview rights to National Educational Television rather than a commercial station. The interview will be conducted by Paul Niven, an N.E.T. staff reporter.

Lines Apparently Shorter and Fewer

Lines--traditional mark of the opening of a new quarter on campus--appeared to be shorter than usual Wednesday.

A check of the campus showed few lines, and they were relatively short. No line appeared outside of the textbook service.

Some congestion was found at the sectioning center on the second floor of University Center but students were moving through the process fairly rapidly.

WELCOME STUDENTS
The Bootery
124 So. Illinois Ave.

Featuring name brands you know
Quality shoes at moderate prices.

Largest Selection of Loafers in Southern Illinois.

GIRLS- $5.99 to $12.99
Gold'n'maid American Girl Trujans Miss Wonderful Vagamoce Lady Dexter Connie

MENS- Loafers, Wing Tips, Saddles $9.99-$23.95
Freeman Dexter Handsewns Roberts Manly

HEELS, LITTLE HEELS & FLATS - $6.99-$15.99
NYLONS- 2 pairs for 1.00
HANDBAGS For School, All Leather $3.99

Across From the IC Depot Use your Midwest Charge Card
Distinguished Service Award

Goes to Ulysses S. Grant III

The SIU Distinguished Service Award will be presented to Major General Ulysses S. Grant III at a dinner in Washington, D.C., Wednesday. It recognizes the cooperation given by Gen. Grant to "several generations of scholars in their efforts to understand his grandfather," Civil War General and later President U.S., Grant.

Presidents of seven colleges and universities in the Washington, D.C., area have been invited to the dinner, 7 p.m. in the Cabinet Room of the Sheraton-Clinton Hotel. Other guests will include SIU alumni in the Washington area, directors of the U.S. Grant Association including historian Bruce Catton, and the general's sister, Princess Julia Cantacuzene.

The Ulysses S. Grant Association and SIU through its Press are publishing a 15-volume edition of the "Papers of Ulysses S. Grant." The first volume has been produced and is dedicated to the grandson.

The citation accompanying the award reviews Gen. Grant's military and civic service record and states: "His generous cooperation with the Ulysses S. Grant Association has enabled the Association and the Southern Illinois University Press to prepare the text of all Grant letters for the edition of 'Papers of Ulysses S. Grant,' especially the letters of Grant to his wife, which previously were unavailable to scholars. Without his frequent services as adviser to the Grant Association and his membership on the board of directors, the project would have been impossible."

The 86-year-old retired Army officer was unable to attend the University's June commencement ceremony, at which the Distinguished Service Award normally would have been made. Consequently, the SIU Board of Trustees authorized President Delyte W. Morris to arrange a meeting with the general in Washington.

Holiday on Ice

Tickets Available

Tickets are still available for all performances of the "Holiday on Ice" show Oct. 4-8 in SIU Arena.

"Holiday on Ice" will have seven performances in five days. Performances will be given at 8 p.m. Oct. 4 through Oct. 7. There will be a one-half price family matinee on Oct. 7. At this show, children under 16 years of age will be admitted for half price. The show is scheduled for 2:30 p.m.

The final day of the show will be on Oct. 8. The two afternoon shows on this date will be at 1:30 p.m. and at 5:30 p.m.

SIU students will get a one dollar discount on tickets to the Oct. 4, 5, and 6 performances. A one-hour ABC color special ice show will be televised on WSIL-TV (Channel 3) on Sept. 24, according to W.D. Justice, SIU Arena manager. Jonathan Winters will be the guest emcee of this show (different than the one coming here) that was taped in Frankfurt, Germany in 1966.

The program will be two and one-half hours long with seven productions.

Welcome Students!

Tolyp Clean Center
- Air Conditioned
- 12L. soap dispensers
- Coin Operated

Campus Shopping Center

FREE BUS SERVICE
- TO CLASS
- TO CRAB ORCHARD
- TO GIANT CITY

Chevrolet Phone 549-3388 806 E.Main

U alinity CITY
RESIDENCE HALLS

DAILY EGYPTIAN
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

100-Degree Heat to Continue Here

- 100% Air Conditioned
- Fully Carpeted
- Laundromat
- Rathskeller
- Bookstore
- Cafeteria

Year-Round Swimming Pool

CHEVROLET

Volume dealing means bigger values on the "great one in sixty-eight"

Anxious to see the dynamic 1968 Chevrolet? Come to Southern Illinois' volume dealer, Koenig Chevrolet - open 'til 9 to 9 - and Saturday with free refreshments and door prizes. Immediate delivery on '68 models.
Frosh Talent Show, Movies Set

Friday

Illinois Bar Association Institute on Continuing Education at University Center Gallery Lounge; registration, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; SIU Board of Trustees Meeting; President's Office, Conference Room, Luncheon at University Center Renaissance Room 9:30 a.m.


Saturday

Football Game: SIU vs. Louisville, Away.

Delta Kappa Gamma, Monthly Meeting; Agriculture Seminar Room 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Activities Programming Board presents: Savant, "Romeo and Juliet," Shakespeare's famous love story set in Renaissance Italy, starring Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard and John Barrymore, Davis Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Alpha Phi Alpha Record Dance: University Center Ballroom B, 8:00 p.m. to closing.

Band Dance, University Center Roman Room, 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Sunday

Graduation exercises for Fall, 1967 class of Practical Nurses, VTI, in Morris Library Auditorium, 2:30 p.m.

Women's Gymnasium: Open for free recreation, 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

School of Agriculture Fall Picnic, Giant City State Park, 4:00 p.m.

Christian Science Organization Meeting, Morris Library Auditorium and Lounge, 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Activities Programming Board presents: Inscape, In conjunction with T. P. Student Government: a coffee and panel discussion, "Interracial Dating," conducted by Doctoral students in Higher Education, Miers, Jeff Humphrey, John Reiner and John Edley; Mr. Kenneth Felker, office of Student Affairs, and Mr. James Rossier, teaching assistant, Department of Health Edu-

Road to Lighten Traffic Congestion

Heavy traffic congestion following Arena events may be a thing of the past with the opening of a new road which will connect the east exit of the Technology Building parking lot to old Rt. 51.

The road will provide a straight run by the Arena and give access to the baseball diamond.

Paulette Eisenman, a twenty-one year old senior from Chicago is Ted's forty-sixth girl of the week. Paulette is an elementary education major with a great love for the outdoors. Here Paulette wisely chooses a dark brown pants suit that adapts itself easily to many outdoor events.

Make a date with Ted's today to see the variety of outfits available for you at prices within your budget. Ted's is conveniently located at 206 South Illinois Street in downtown Carbondale.

"The Place to go for brands you know!"

Mix and Match Coordinates

Fall's latest hues in Plaids, checks, solids. Wool cardigans, traditionals. Jackets, seven boys, knit skirts, A-Lines, Mini Skirts. All desired styles, wildly priced at

$387 to $987

Fashion - Wise Skirts

Wools, cardigans, blends, hosiack-in-all styles. Solids, checks, stripes, plaid. Come on...get wild!

$287 to $687

Sweaters

Carigans, pull overs, plaid kits, designs, Italian knits in white and colors. Wool, Acrylic and

$387 to $687

Penny Loafers

Perfect for school or casual wear. Unbeatable quality...ridiculously priced. Cordovan. Sizes 3 to 10

$487

Pants Suits

The new generation explodes in a flurry of pinestripe, gaily and brown...all the latest hues for fall. Sizes 8 to 18 in bonded Acrylic suits.

$1198

Buy now and use our convenient lay-away plan!
Irish, Southern Cal, Syracuse, Miami Top Picks

NEW YORK (AP)—It's an old bar room axiom that a good big man can always lick a good little man—a theory sometimes disproved by Bear Bryant's "poor little boys" at Alabama—but it is our yardstick in choosing Notre Dame, Southern California, Syracuse and Miami to win the weekend features in college football.

Notre Dame 27, California 10: The starting Irish tackles weigh 270 and 260 pounds; a 270-pound tackle, Kevin Hardy, has been shifted to end and the Baby Bombers—Terry Hanratty and Jim Seymour—are back.

Southern California 21, Texas 14: The going scale for a Trojan linemen is 250 pounds and Mike Hull, the fullback, is 6-foot-4, 230 pounds and runs the 100 in 10 seconds. Syracuse 19, Baylor 6: The Orange doesn't have Floyd Little but has Larry Csonka, 6-foot-3, 230, and a big memory—the loss a year ago, Miami, Fla. 19, Northwestern 7: They call the Miami defense the GREEN Machine—the biggest cog is end Ted Hendricks, 6-foot-7, 250.

Minnesota Tops

Athletics on Homers

MINNEAPOLIS—ST. PAUL (AP)—Harmon Killebrew and Tony Oliva slammed successive home runs in the sixth inning Thursday, powering Minnesota to a 4-0 victory over Kansas City behind Jim Merritt's two-hit pitching.

The Twins' fourth straight triumph, achieved at the expense of the Athletics' ninth loss in a row, gave Minnesota a one-half-game lead in the American League pennant race depending on what Boston did in a night game at Cleveland.

Third-place Chicago and fourth-place Detroit, both idle Thursday, slipped one game and 1 1/2 games back, respectively.

Ideal Bakeries

4015. Illinois and Murdaile Shopping Center

Welcomes Students & Faculty

Headquarters For all Your Bakery Needs

DECORATED CAKES our specialty

Free Campus Delivery

Telephone 457-4313

Bleyer's

Is For Fall, Too.

Come in, visit, see our fabulous Fall Fashions.
Let our fine sales personnel welcome you back and help you get acquainted with the latest in fashion. We will gladly cash your checks or you may use one of many charge plans.

OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
UNTIL 8:30

220 S. Illinois
New York (AP) -- Wes Westrum, citing the mental and physical strain of the job, resigned Tuesday as manager of the New York Mets.

Names immediately mentioned -- not by the Mets -- as possible successors were Alvin Dark, who was fired last month by Kansas City; Gil Hodges, who still has a year to go on his contract with Washington; Vogel Berg, former Yankee manager, and now a coach with the Mets, and Harry Walker, fired by Pittsburgh in 1963.

Discussing his resignation at a news conference, Westrum said:

"I came to the conclusion that the strain of waiting in addition to the mental and physical strain of managing had become increasingly severe and that maybe the whole thing had developed into a blessing in disguise.

"We got the job done. The Mets won 96 games and we all did our best. I'm glad we were together."

Westrum, who succeeded the original Met manager, Casey Stengel, midway through the season, said he would leave New York in a day or two to visit his mother, who has been ill, in Clearbrook, Minn., and then head for his family home in Phoenix, Ariz.

President Bing Devine named coach Salty Parker to serve as manager until the end of the season.

Westrum first told Devine of his plan to resign Tuesday night and reiterated his intention Wednesday night in a meeting with Devine and M. Donald Grant, chairman of the Mets' board of directors.

"We were deep in the process of making a decision about Wes when we came to the conclusion," Grant said at the conclusion of the meeting.

"Under the circumstances," Westrum said, "I don't believe you can ask him to develop baseball and being around the game for 26 years, if you don't improve your standards certain things have to be done."

"I am sure of this, I am sure of this and I am sure of this, I am sure of this, I am sure of this..."

"The 44-year-old former major league catcher took over on an interim basis after Steinbrenner broke his hip July 25, 1965.


Two custom built single beds with drawers underneath & good mattress. $5 each, 8 or $9. 457-6097. BA 1610.

Private rm. for male student. Approved housing. Ph. 983-2211 or 4667. DAN 1004.

Rooms, full, upperclassmen, with car phone, kitchen, laundry, bathroom, 8 mono rooms. Kitchens pre-chilled, dorm size, or 6 rooms. Call 457-4548. Call 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. or after 5 p.m. 457-8509. BA 1579.

Cambridge - hostelrover and trailer space. 7 miles from S.U. Ph. 983-4565 or 983-2624.

Caldwell: Approved. Dormitory. $7/ wk. Males only. Ph. 7-7592. BA 1579.
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Salukis Underdogs in Contest Saturday Against Louisville

By George Knemeyer

SUU has been dubbed a 40 point underdog by one syndicated poll in Saturday night's game against the University of Louisville at Louisville on the strength of Cards 46-7 smashing of Drake University last week.

Louisville surprised everybody last week, not so much with the victory, but with the margin of it. The Cardinals had been rated only a two-point favorite over Drake.

One of the big cogs in the Louisville scoring machine of last week was end Jim Zam­berlan, who caught seven passes and was second in the polling for the top lineman of the week in the Missouri Valley Conference. In a preseason pro scout's poll, Zamb­erlan was named one of the top ends in the country.

Another top offensive player for Louisville is fullback Wayne Patrick, who was named Louisville's offensive player of the week and scored two touchdowns in the Drake game.

Louisville's total offense against Drake was 477 yards, 285 yards passing and 192 yards rushing.

Louisville coach Frank Camp said: "We threw the ball 35 times Saturday...but we were trying to even things up between passing and rushing.

Handling the passing chores will be Wally Oyer, who last year was All-Conference defensive end.

Louisville's defense is nothing to laugh at either, as Drake Coach Jack Wallace can attest to: "(Louisville) got to our quarterback more times in one game than all our opponents combined last year."

Louisville dropped the Drake quarterback 12 times and held Drake to 33 yards rushing. Frank Radmacher, a 205-pound defensive tackle, was one of the big reasons for that.

With all the impressive statistics, one might think that Louisville may be overconfident about the game with SUU, but this — apparently — is not the case.

Coach Camp says that "Louisville is a hard-nosed outfit. Any team that does a lot of rushing is. They have a real good defensive club."

The good defensive club of Southern that Camp was talking about should be further strengthened with the return of Larry Cox to the defensive secondary. He was out with a back injury, but Saluki Coach Dick Towners says Cox is ready for Saturday's game.

Ken Doyen, who played a "tremendous game" at line­backer in the words of Towners, will be at his defensive tackle position this week. The Louisville rushing game is too strong, in which case an extra defensive halfback will be employed in Doyen's place, and Carl Mauck, normally a line­backer will move into the defensive line.

Bob Hodges, an offensive guard, may also move to defense to help against the Louis­ville ground game.

And another possible move by Towers in an effort to bolster the defensive line will be the use of 240-pound freshman Bob Moritz at guard in place of either Dale Dickman or Bill Patrick, both of whom weigh under 200 pounds.

The offensive lineup will have Bill Sanders starting in place of Ralph Galloway at right guard and a backfield alignment of Barry Stine at quarterback, Doug Hollinger in place of injured Tom Wirth at fullback, and Charles Pern­berg and Roger Kuba at the halfback slots.

The ends will be John Fer­ence, filling in for injured Terry Coehn, at tight end and Tom Massey at the split end spot vacated by Ference.

Louisville dumped Southern 16-7 last season at McAn­ drew Stadium.

Women's Gym Opens
For Student Recreation

The women's gymnasium will be open for recreation beginning Sunday on every Friday night from 7 to 10 and each Saturday afternoon from 2 to 5.

The gymnasium contains basketball, badminton, volleyball and shuffleboard facili­ties.

DUO PERSONALITY
... by PBM

Whether you prefer your new PBM sportswear in luxury McTodd shetland twill with side vents and contrasting mustard plaid tunic back or in a patch-flap Bystander harmonious with solid color trousers, you'll do well to follow the PBM REDLINE harmonizing system for perfect coat/ trouser color coordination!

And with so many new colors so appropriate and popular for work as well as play, you'll want to see the PBM variety while all colors are still available.
Books, Walkers

Common Sights

As School Opens

RUTH LEVY, A JUNIOR, RESTS BEFORE CARRYING TEXTBOOKS HOME.

STUDENTS TAKE FAMILIAR WALKS BETWEEN BUILDINGS AS FIRST FULL DAY OF CLASSES BEGINS.
SIU Celebrity Series Will Feature Pianist Peter Nero, Dorothy Lamour

Pianist Peter Nero and actress Dorothy Lamour will be featured in SIU's Celebrity Series this fall. Ella Fitzgerald has been signed for a two hour concert in the SIU Arena. Celebrity Series productions will be held at Shryock Auditorium. All but one event have been booked for matinee and evening performances.

The complete Celebrity Series schedule is as follows:

Oct. 22--Les Grands Bal- lets Canadiens, performing "Carmina Burana," 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Nov. 6--"The Roar of the Greasepaint," with Edward Earl and David C. Jones, 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Nov. 18--Peter Nero, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Dec. 3--"Hello, Dolly" with Dorothy Lamour, 4:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Jan. 28--Ella Fitzgerald at the SIU Arena, in a two hour concert.
Feb. 2--"On a Clear Day You Can See Forever," 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Feb. 25--The Clebanoff Strings, 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
March 3--"Phedra," classic tragedy, by New York Company, 8 p.m.
April 6--American Folk Ballet presenting "Hill Country Legends," 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
April 27--Johnny Mann Singers, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

6 Faculty Members
At Winston-Salem Orientation Day
Six members of the SIU faculty recently addressed the Faculty Orientation of Winston-Salem State College, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Robert W. MacVicar, vice president of academic affairs, referring to the often-made claim that tests have a cultural bias, said, "Examine very carefully what you are doing, you may find that your curriculum and methods of teaching are as biased to the Negro student as what might be found in a so-called white institution."

Roger E. Beyler, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, stressed the importance of vision in preparing for the type of student and program which the college would like to have 20 years from now.

Other speakers from SIU were John W. Volgt, dean of the General Studies Program; William E. Simone, dean of the Graduate School; David E. Christensen, assistant dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Donald W. Robinson, assistant dean of the School of Education.

Come to...
the "Friendly Dorm"
* Fully Air-Conditioned Rooms for Your Study Comfort

A Friendly Atmosphere
At the "Friendly Dorm"
EGYPTIAN DORM
We Still Have Accomodations for Fall '67
Sign Up Now

SEE
Mrs. Geraldine Pitchford 510 S. University 549-3809
Resident Manager

Little Brown Jug &
THE PINE ROOM

SIRLOIN BLADE STRIP STEAK
A sizzling steak served with salad, french fries, Hot rolls and Butter.

$1.19

TRADITION...
THE VILLAGER®
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL

MURPH'S SHOPPING CENTER
CARBONDALE, ILL.
PHONE 457-2914
WELCOMES STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Your Churches and Campus Foundations Invite You.

DIRECTORY OF CARBONDALE CHURCHES
LOCATION, TIME OF WORSHIP OR STATED SERVICES, PHONE NUMBER
For additional information inquire of any of these churches

ASSEMBLY OF GOD
(1) Assembly of God
N. Albers St., Ph. 457-5031
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:30 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
C.A.M. 6:30 P.M.

AFRICAN METHODIST
(2) Bethel A.M.E. Church
316 East Jackson, Ph. 549-3968
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.

BAPTIST
(3) First Baptist (American)
W. Main & University, Ph. 457-6216, Pans. 549-1163
A.B.C. Campus Ministry, Ph. 549-9803
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.,
Worship 10:45 A.M.
Fellowship Groups, 6:00 P.M.
(4) Hopewell Baptist (Missionary)
400 East Jackson, Ph. 457-8661
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:45 A.M., 7:00 P.M.
T. U. 6:00 P.M.
(5) Lakeland Baptist (Southern)
Giant City Blazing
R.P.D. 3, Ph. 549-3006
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:40 A.M., 7:00 P.M.
T. U. 6:30 P.M.
(6) Lomantia Baptist (Southern)
400 South Wall, Ph. 457-8806
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:40 A.M., 7:00 P.M.
T. U. 6:30 P.M.
(7) New Zion Baptist
803 North Barnes, Ph. 457-7075
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
(8) Rock Hill (National Baptist)
710 East Monroe, Ph. 457-9290, Pans. 457-7684
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:45, 7:30 P.M.
(9) Olive Baptist (First Hill)
407 North Marion, Ph. 457-6220
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
League 6:00 P.M.
(10) University Baptist (Southern)
200 South Oakwood, Ph. 457-8820
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:30 A.M., 6:00 P.M.
T. U. 6:45 P.M.
(11) Walnut Street Baptist (Southern)
W. Walnut & S. University
Ph. 457-8705, Pans. 457-6206
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
T. U. 6:30 P.M.

CATHOLIC
(12) St. Francis Xavier
203 South Oakwood, Ph. 457-4556
Masseas, 7, 9, and 11:00 A.M.
12:30 (Souper Sunday)

CHRISTIAN
(13) Western Heights Christian
Ph. 457-7268
S. S. 9:30 A.M.

CHURCH OF GOD
(14) Church of God (Anderson, Ind.)
501 North Wall, Ph. 457-3505
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:30 A.M.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
(15) Church of Christ
402 W. 11th, Ph. 457-3515
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
(16) Church of God in Christ
201 North Wall, Ph. 457-3515
S. S. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.

CHURCH OF SCIENCE
(17) Church of God
New Era Road, R. 2, Ph. 549-3514
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 11:00 A.M., 7:00 P.M.

CHURCH OF THE NATION
(18) Church of Church
1408 West Springfield Ph. 457-6205
Bible Study 9:45 A.M.
Worship 10:45 A.M.
Student Center 605 W. Washington

EPISCOPAL
(19) St. Andrew Episcopal
404 West Springfield, Ph. 457-5116
S. S. 9:00 A.M.
Church 11:00 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
(20) Friends
Society of Friends
Contact Mrs. Elizabeth Goodall
Ph. 457-6005

JEWISH
(21) Temple Beth Jacob
(22) Temple Beth Jacob
NS on New Route 13 West
Mile West of Mandala
Friday Services 8:30 P.M.
School: Sunday 10:30 to 12:00 A.M.

LATTER DAY SAINTS (MORMON)
(23) Church of Jesus Christ of the
Last Day Saints
Chapel, R.F.D. 2, Ph. 457-6994

LUTHERAN
(24) Epiphany Lutheran Church
West Chatsworth, Ph. 457-2205
Summer Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M., Fall 2:30 A.M.
Worship 9:30 A.M., Fall 10:45 A.M.
(25) Our Savior Lutheran (Missouri Synod)
306 St. Charles, Ph. 457-3264
Worship 9:30 A.M., 10:45 A.M.

METHODIST
(26) First Methodist Church
234 West Main, Ph. 457-2001, Pans. 457-2001
Ch. Sch. 9:30 A.M.
Worship 10:30 A.M., 10:45 A.M.
(27) Grace Methodist
501 North Wall, Ph. 457-5200
Worship 10:30 A.M., 1:30 P.M.
(28) St. Paul's
Ph. 457-5166

MORMON
(29) First Church of the
Mormons
803 North Washington, Ph. 457-7279

NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
(30) New Testament Church
300 South Wall, Ph. 457-6652
Worship 10:30 A.M., 7:30 P.M.
(31) Peaceful Baptist
100 South North, Ph. 457-6652

PENTECOSTAL
(32) First Pentecostal
602 West Mill, Ph. 457-5740
Worship 9:30 A.M., 11:00 A.M.

UNITARIAN
(33) Unitarian Fellowship
400 South University, Ph. 457-8399
Sunday Services 10:30 A.M.
School 9:30 A.M.

YMCA
(34) Jackson County J.M.C.A.
Temporary Address, 213 E. Pearl
Carbondale
Ph. 549-5399 for current program

FOUNTAINS AT SIU
(35) Rotarian Student Center (Southern)
Mill & Circle Drive, Ph. 457-8129
(36) Centenary Club (Episcopal)
402 West Mill, Ph. 457-5733
(37) Interchurch Christian Fellowship
704 West Mill, Ph. 457-5773
(38) Jewish Student Association
803 South Washington, Ph. 457-7279
(39) Newman Center
Washington & Grand, Ph. 457-2403
Sunday Masses 8:30, 10:30 & 11:30 A.M.
Confessions: Sat. 4:30-5:30, 6:30-7:45
Tuesday 6:45-8:45
(40) Wesley Foundation (Methodist)
516 South Illinois, Ph. 457-8136
Sunday Services 10:30 A.M.
(41) Student Christian Foundation (U. Preb., U.S.A.;
Disc. of C.; A. Rep.; United Ch.; E.U.B.;
A.M.E.; Nat. Rep.; 913 South Illinois at Grand, Ph. 457-4221
Supper Club Sunday 5:30 P.M.
(42) Luthern Student Center (Missouri Synod)
700 South University, Ph. 457-1894
(43) Eastern Orthoped Student Fellowship
602 South Rawlings
Orders for Yearbook Accepted Now

Orders for the 1968 Obelisk, the SIU yearbook, are being accepted at the SIU textbook center, according to Steve Templeton, president of Alpha Delta Sigma, professional men's advertising fraternity, which is in charge of sales.

Students interested in placing their order for the 1968 Obelisk will be required to pay one-third of the yearbook's cost of $6 when placing their order. The remaining cost of $4 is incorporated into the student's activity fee.

Married couples both attending SIU and paying activity fees may pool their activity fees together (a total of $8,786.50 for the 1967 Obelisk, $6, when placed at the textbook center, according to W. Manion Rice, assistant to the Obelisk office, Chautauqua H-24.

Incoming freshman and transfer students will be able to obtain last year's Obelisk at a cost of $5.

Faculty members may purchase the Obelisk for $6, according to W. Manion Rice, adviser to the Obelisk.

Students who placed their order last fall for the 1967 Obelisk may also pick up their copy at the office Oct. 2 if they have not done so already.

During the past seven years the Obelisk has received an "All American" rating five times by the Associated Collegiate Press.

Meet the Campus

Econo - King

A 4.5 HP, 2-STROKE WHICH CAN REALLY MOVE OUT. A 4-SPEED GEAR BOX AND 18-INCH PIRELLI TIRES MAKE IT LOOK AND FEEL LIKE A BIG BIKE. PRICED AT 199 DOLLARS AND FULL FINANCING AVAILABLE MAKE THE BENELLI 50 A REAL ECONO-KING. FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 549-5839 AND ASK FOR A BENELLI DEMONSTRATION FROM ONE OF OUR CAMPUS REPS.

BENELLI

College Service

CARBONDALE

Welcome You All

Baptist Student Fellowship

Join Us For...

Stud- 
Sundays

ich concentration: 
9:30: College Class 
Elective Class 
Young Married Class 
10:40: Worship 
7:00: College Fellowship Discussion Group

For Info Call: Glenda Vaughn, 7-6532; Mr. Dunbar, 7-2525; Office, 7-2033; Baptists Student Fellowship is paved with Charitable Student Foundation

All Students Welcome

WASHINGTON - Community press councils, designed to develop better relations between newspapers and the public they serve, will be created in two southern Illinois towns under terms of a grant announced by the Heilbronn Fund for a Free and Responsible Press.

The award of $8,786.50 to Southern Illinois University will assist Dr. Howard R. Long, chairman of the Department of Journalism, in developing press councils in two southern Illinois towns. Kenneth Starck will be field director of the project.

Each council, under the project submitted by the University, will consist of 15 members of the community who will meet regularly with the publisher of the town's newspaper. Procedures followed in the two councils, however, will differ.

Press Councils Slated for 2 Area Towns

October 12 Deadline
About 150 Freshmen Expected to Join

**ROTC Cadets Get Credit; Scholarships Available**

What can a freshman expect if he decides to enter the Air Force ROTC program at SIU?

Quite a lot, according to Col. Edward C. Murphy, professor of aerospace studies and commander of the SIU unit.

Col. Murphy is quick to point out that the first two years are strictly voluntary. They in no way commit the freshmen or sophomores in the program to active duty.

However, the student will receive six hours towards graduation. There is more, too. Three scholarships that include tuition and fees are now available for sophomores.

To get into the program, as either freshmen or sophomores, students must pass a physical examination and take a written test.

If, after two years, they decide to go on into the Professional Officer Corps, they must take a more difficult physical exam.

After acceptance into the program, the students receive an allowance of $50 per month. They will also take an additional 20 hours of course work.

Col. Murphy expects 150 freshmen, 60 sophomores and about 100 members in the POC this year. This spring they plan to commission 65 officers for the Air Force.

During the summer months the cadets also participate in a four or six week training course.

There are several scholarships available for the cadets in the POC. These, like the ones for the sophomores, include tuition and fees.

Col. Murphy is pleased with the voluntary program as opposed to the required program.

**Advisements Scheduled For Home Economics**

Appointments for Winter Quarter advisement for the School of Home Economics must be obtained by seniors on Sept. 25 and by juniors on Sept. 26 in Room 126 of the Home Economics Building.

Joyce Grouse, chief academic advisor for the School of Home Economics, also announced that students unable to make their appointments on either of these two days should make their appointments on Sept. 27. Advisement begins on Oct. 4.

**Southern Players Abandon 5-Day Split Run Schedule**

The SIU Players this year will abandon their customary two-week-end split run and instead will present performances of each play five consecutive nights, according to Archibald McLeod, chairman of the Department of Theater.

Opening Oct. 25-29 with a comedy by Arthur Kopit, "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feeling So Sad," the offerings include "The Visit" by Fried- rich Duerrenmann Nov. 15-19; "The Man Who Lost the River," a new Mark Twain play by Bernard Sabath, Feb. 7-11; Lillian Hellman's "The Little Foxes" April 10-14; and— in salute to the national election year—"Of Thee I Sing," the musical by George and Ira Gershwin, George Kaufmann and Morrie Ryskind.

All performances will be in the University Theater in the Communications Building, with curtain time at 8 p.m. Additional parking spaces are being opened up this fall adjacent to the Communications Building, McLeod said.

Access is from University Drive.

**Sheppard Named Assistant Director**

James P. Sheppard, a native of Anna, has been named assistant director of University Center. It was announced by Clarence G. Dougherty, director of the center.

Sheppard succeeds Earl A. Morgan, who resigned to take a post in Springfield.

The new assistant director, who has both his bachelor's and master's degrees from SIU, has been employed at the Center for the past two and a half years, working for a year as graduate assistant night manager and for the past 18 months as a supervisor.

Sheppard succeeds Earl A. Morgan, who resigned to take a post in Springfield.

The SIU Players this year will abandon their customary two-week-end split run and instead will present performances of each play five consecutive nights, according to Archibald McLeod, chairman of the Department of Theater.

Opening Oct. 25-29 with a comedy by Arthur Kopit, "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feeling So Sad," the offerings include "The Visit" by Fried- rich Duerrenmann Nov. 15-19; "The Man Who Lost the River," a new Mark Twain play by Bernard Sabath, Feb. 7-11; Lillian Hellman's "The Little Foxes" April 10-14; and— in salute to the national election year—"Of Thee I Sing," the musical by George and Ira Gershwin, George Kaufmann and Morrie Ryskind.

All performances will be in the University Theater in the Communications Building, with curtain time at 8 p.m. Additional parking spaces are being opened up this fall adjacent to the Communications Building, McLeod said.

Access is from University Drive.

**SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE**

**CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER**

* a full range of quick and convenient services

- Checks cashed
- Money Orders
- Notary Public
- Title Service

- Drivers License
- License Plates
- Plates in 2 days
  direct from Spgflrd.

Gas, lights, water and telephone bills

**Pi Sigma Epsilon**

Presents Its Annual Sale of Coupon Books

34 Money-Saving Coupons

ONLY $1

Sold at Library Thursday & Friday—Union Monday to Friday Sept 25 — 29
NEW INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS—Approximately 100 new international students have been enrolled at SIU's Carbondale campus for the fall quarter. Among them are, from left, Lil Schwartz, Sweden; Mahmoud Sanati, Iran; Angelina Wagner, Germany; Aubrey Robertson, Guyana, and Concepcion Mejia, Honduras.

750 From 73 Countries

Number of Foreign Students Sets Record

A record 750 international students from 73 countries and territories have enrolled at SIU's Carbondale campus for the fall quarter. Marcus McCoy, assistant director of admissions, international division, said the total international student enrollment includes more than 100 new students from 45 countries. Last year, he said, the University received 2,000 letters of application. The foreign students are selected upon the basis of former academic work, financial arrangements, and recommendations of teachers.

"The process of selection is very strict," McCoy said. "They must not only be good students, but have good English proficiency and financial backing."

More than half of the international students are working on graduate degrees.

The University's foreign student enrollment has tripled since 1960. McCoy attributed the increase to "free publicity" from foreign students on the campus, and special international development programs being conducted by the University with the aid of the federal government.

McCoy said the SIU Center For English As A Second Language also attracts new foreign students. The language center, operated by the Department of English, allows foreign students with low English proficiency to receive intensive English training before entering an academic program.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 23 & 24

IT'S OUR GRAND OPENING

PIT STOP DRIVE-IN

FREE:
Delicious caramel corn and Coca-Cola with every purchase.

For genuine pit smoked bar-b-q, huge ½-pound hamburger, 15-cent Sloppy Joe's and delicious roast beef sandwiches, make a stop at the

PIT STOP
Only 1 mile from Crab Orchard Lake.
Route 13 East at Reed's Station Road (Near Sav-Mart), Carbondale

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Phone 549-6213 for pick-up orders...
SIU Food Service Termed Success
By Student Body President Lenzi

The new University food service, Interstate United Food Management, celebrates its first anniversary of service at SIU with the beginning of the new school year.

The operation has been termed a success by both Ray Lenzi, student body president, and Ronald Rogers, SIU manager of the food service.

"The student government has received few complaints on the new food service," Lenzi said. "As far as we're concerned, the operation is a success and the students are pleased with it."

Lenzi explained that when he was a senator two years ago, the Student Senate continually heard complaints about the former food service.

The University contract with Slater Food Service was not renewed last fall, and Interstate Food began to operate officially on Sept. 15, 1966.

Rogers feels that the one year of experience at SIU has left the new food service "more in tune to the needs of the student body."

He termed the first year of operation "very successful" because greater communication between the student body and the student government has been realized.

"I'm not in business unless the students come here to eat," Rogers said, "and they're not going to come here if we don't communicate on a few things, then I'm out of a job."

He explained that he and his staff welcome criticism as well as praise.

"If the chili is too cold, or if the hamburgers are too raw, or if there is foreign matter in the salad, we want to know about it now," he said.

"We don't want to know about the foreign matter in the salads two weeks later when the students are投诉ing us," Rogers said. "In this way we want to communicate with the students. We find this challenging."

Through this communication, Rogers said that several changes have been made in the snack bar menu over the past year.

Now students enjoy a complete plate lunch (hamburger, french fries, slaw, tomato) and different varieties of sandwiches.

The most recent addition to the Oasis Room snack bar is a soft-serve ice cream machine, added in response to a request by Clarence Dougherty, director of the University Center.

"Now students don't have to grumble about slow service because the waitresses can't dip the hard ice cream fast enough," Rogers said.

Rogers feels that the food service offers a well-rounded, more realistic operation.

"We can do anything that can conceivably be done with food," he said. "We have a very imaginative, creative and capable staff."

Rogers cites only one weakness of the food service that can be improved upon—that is, ignorance on the part of the students as to the availability of the food facilities.

What changes can be expected in SIU's year-old food service?

"Nothing specifically during the fall quarter," Rogers said. "We are always open to suggestion and willing to accommodate the students. If significant changes in menus or operation is to be made, they will come during the quarter break periods."

SALE ENDS TUESDAY

Only Three Days Remain
on the

SALE OF HART, SCHAFFNER, & MARX SUITS

55% Dacron Polyester
45% Wool
$77

VALUES TO $100

walkers

100 W. Jackson
Carbondale

Art & Drafting Supplies. . .

Whatever Your Need—We’ve Got It!!

S. Illinois
Southern Illinois
Book & Supply Co.
The Report of the Study Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has been received. Recently, I met with the members of the Commission to discuss their recommendations. At this time we especially want to call attention to certain types of information which the Commission has suggested and give it coverage in the local press so that interested members of the University community could express their opinion. Please direct these comments and suggestions to Professors John W. Voigt, Chairman of the Study Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.

Obviously, the report is a thoughtful and worthy of careful consideration. In its preparation the members of the Commission have tried to keep the general welfare of all classes of students in mind. Their recommendations sought to focus upon the primary purpose of the University to the student-education. They have suggested administrative unity of elements which they believe to be related, hopefully to improve economy, cooperation, and quality. Thus the mind of a broad sports program to accommodate students with many levels of motor development and skill. They have noted the kind and availability of participatory intramural and intercollegiate athletics by qualified students, a high level participation of all university students, including many additional activities, emphasizing sports which would carryover into later life for a wide spectrum of students. In main focus, the Commission suggests, the Commission should be complimented on dealing with a complicated and often controversial subject—one that has occasion caused some unseemly outbursts.

It should be taken as an opportunity to acknowledge the work of the Commission, and commend each member; in such efforts and with such concern are we able to realize the best purpose which is embodied in the name University.

Delyte W. Morris
President

REPORT OF THE STUDY COMMISSION ON INTER-COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

Kenneth Van Lente
Robert Steinkellner
John Barnes
Charles Papp
Arthur Boeker
Roger Spear
Rex Karness
James Metcalf
John W. Voigt, Chairman

Delyte W. Morris, President Southern Illinois University Campus

Dear Dr. Morris:
The Study Commission is now ready to submit its report. You will find it enclosed.

Let me assure you that we are truly sorry that we were unable to complete this task in time. We have worked steadily at this task which anyone will admit is a complex one.

We have tried to keep the general welfare of all classes of students in mind. Our recommendations seek to focus upon the primary purpose of the University to the student—tht, that of education. We have suggested administrative unity of elements which we believe to be related. Hopefully, this will improve economy, cooperation and quality.

We have kept in mind that our broad sports programs should accommodate students with many levels of motor development and skill. We believe in the availability of direct participation in intercollegiate athletics by individual students. For students who do not qualify for this high level of participation we have suggested an expanded intramural program which will provide for a wide variety of activities, including many additional activities, emphasizing sports which would carryover into later life for a wide spectrum of students, including coeducational activities and emphasizing sports which would have a carryover into later life. We feel that we should seek, in every way possible, to provide an attractive, enjoyable and worthy general education experience in physical education.

We have sought to consolidate the sources of income to the program for easier accounting and for improvement in understanding this phase of the program by those who exercise control.

We have followed a format for our investigation which includes:

1. The current validity of the 1955 Statement of Athletic Policy;
2. Attitudes of the coaching staff on problems and needs; and
3. Financing of athletic programs and scholarship grants for student-athletes.

We have included a study of the sources of income to the program and for our Edwardsville campus.

We recommend a staged development of an intercollegiate athletics program.

In support of our conclusions and recommendations, we submit separate reports for our academic year at the sources of income to the program which data has been indexed for easy reference. In addition, the balance of this report will deal with the specific elements of the program as they apply to each campus. The following statement of philosophy and objectives are offered as appropriate guidelines for Southern Illinois University.

STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

The intercollegiate athletic program is founded on the firm conviction that properly conducted athletics are beneficial co-curricular activities which develop the balance between mental and physical training, provide enjoyment for student participants and student spectators, and command a spirit of high morale in the student body.

A program of intercollegiate athletics complements existing educational programs by providing educational experiences in the development of ideals, habits, attitudes, self-control, and team spirit. Athletics is an extension of general education and athletics rest in the society of students and serves as an important part of a college education and athletic competition for those directly involved. The athletic programs shall seek to complement and supplement the values and aims of general education and athletic programs of other schools, colleges or division of the University. A close cooperation between these programs of the University shall be a primary aim.

1. The University shall strive for excellence in a balanced program of intercollegiate athletics which achieves a close integration of education and athletic competition for

those directly involved. The athletic programs shall seek to complement and supplement the values and aims of general education and athletic programs of other schools, colleges or division of the University. A close cooperation between these programs of the University shall be a primary aim.

2. The intercollegiate athletic program shall strive to achieve maximum social and safety benefits to participants, spectators, and to the University and the community.

3. The intercollegiate athletic contests shall be harmonious with the campus life, and it shall observe a proper relationship to student body convenience, to academic pursuits, especially scheduled examination period.

4. To achieve University level competition in all sports. To develop the athletic programs to serve the whole student body, with primary participation in encouraged in intercollegiate athletics, intramural and other recreational activities. Student participation in these programs is encouraged as an opportunity to develop personal, social, intercollegiate athletic philosophy and ideas.

5. To encourage not only a wide variety of sports activities but to give specific attention to the availability of the year round and to meet the needs of each sex as well as provide co-educational programs and programs for the physically handicapped.

6. To operate a scholarship or grant-in-aid program which recognizes the importance of special talent in our students.

7. To maintain a fair competition consistent with the objectives of the University and city communities. A close cooperation between the administrative staff of the University offices. Public treasures to win at all times.

8. To become associated, in a conference or other arrangement, with similar program organizations, student body, and general characteristics. Such a conference affiliation should lead to high level performance and cooperation among its members in university activities other than athletics.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

We view intercollegiate athletics as a phase of, or as an extension and refinement of a substantial program of physical education. We view health education as the body of knowledge upon which both physical education and athletics rest. In a survey of 332 universities, 275 recommend a closer relationship between physical education and health in a school or college (Nelson, page 118). The success of this integration without duplication in these areas is possible only when the departments are combined into one administrative unit. Major students on both undergraduate and graduate levels would benefit from the improved program possible under a
There are many good arguments for putting intercollegiate athletics into the program in the same unit as physical education, health education. Chief of these are economical reasons, as stated, staff, time, and facilities. Other studies show that intramurals, intramural athletics and health instruction should be grouped together.

The Study Commission recommends that an annual report on the condition of athletics be made to the president and board of trustees. The reports are to be made annually and distribute copies of these reports to the alumni association, the athletic council, and the association of contributors. The report is to be made at the beginning of each academic year.

FINANCING THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC PROGRAM

The president shall be in charge of the athletic program. The athletic director shall be in charge of the athletic department. The athletic director shall prepare an annual report to the president on the financial condition of the athletic program. The athletic director shall be responsible for the financial operation of the athletic program. The athletic director shall be responsible for the budget of the athletic program.

Program Improvement

1. Increase the budget by $175,000 for intercollegiate athletics. In addition, it is felt that certain budget modifications and sources of funds should be changed as will be presented in the following.

2. For 1967-68, the Commission recommends a budget increase of $78,000 for intercollegiate athletics. In addition, it is felt that certain budget modifications and sources of funds should be changed as will be presented in the following.

3. A review of the 1967-68 budget, the Commission concludes that there is an insufficient number of coaches in certain sports and as referenced to the number of athletes involved. Improvements in the sports, particularly football, will further necessitate additions to the basketball program. Consequently, this is the need for an additional assistant coach to handle the over-crowded situation and this is a specific service that should be done with a very qualified candidate. In addition, a business manager is needed because of extreme financial and business complexities of the intercollegiate operation. Such a person will be a candidate for the position of the athletic director. The position of the athletic director is an administrative position, and not as an athletic coach. For 1967-68, the Commission recommends a budget increase of $36,000.

4. A review of the 1967-68 budget, the Commission concludes that there is an insufficient number of coaches in certain sports and as referenced to the number of athletes involved. Improvements in the sports, particularly football, will further necessitate additions to the basketball program. Consequently, this is the need for an additional assistant coach to handle the over-crowded situation and this is a specific service that should be done with a very qualified candidate. In addition, a business manager is needed because of extreme financial and business complexities of the intercollegiate operation. Such a person will be a candidate for the position of the athletic director. The position of the athletic director is an administrative position, and not as an athletic coach. For 1967-68, the Commission recommends a budget increase of $36,000.

5. A review of the 1967-68 budget, the Commission concludes that there is an insufficient number of coaches in certain sports and as referenced to the number of athletes involved. Improvements in the sports, particularly football, will further necessitate additions to the basketball program. Consequently, this is the need for an additional assistant coach to handle the over-crowded situation and this is a specific service that should be done with a very qualified candidate. In addition, a business manager is needed because of extreme financial and business complexities of the intercollegiate operation. Such a person will be a candidate for the position of the athletic director. The position of the athletic director is an administrative position, and not as an athletic coach. For 1967-68, the Commission recommends a budget increase of $36,000.
The amount of $196,600 can be reduced to a per fee basis by using enrollment projections for 1967-68.

Expected Enrollment
Fall Quarter, 1967 19,166
Winter Quarter, 1968 19,000
Spring Quarter, 1968 10,000
Total 48,166

The above calculated $3,50 would represent a fee increase to be committed to the collegiate athletic program. This would be in addition to the approximately $2,00 of each fee paid which is presently so committed. Therefore, by increasing the fee to a new total of $14,00 and committing $5,50 of this to intercollegiate athletics, the necessary funding for athletics could be achieved without reducing funds available for the other programs supported by student fees.

The following shows the effect a $3.50 fee increase would have on the relationship of tuition and fees:

Present Basis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuition</th>
<th>$42.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fee:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook Rental</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Union</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRF</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$80.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increase Basis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuition</th>
<th>$42.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fee:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook Rental</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Union</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRF</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$84.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the recommended increase does not cause the total of all fees to exceed the total of tuition.

As a part of this fee increase recommendation, the Commission further believes that the fixed amount of $3.50 out of each $14.00 fee charged for collegiate athletics, should not serve any purpose for the total athletic program, and that if the $3.50 fee is increased to $14.00, and for only $2.00 to continue to be deducted to assist in defraying the financial intracilities of the athletic program, the athletic program would be made more self-sustaining.

The recommended increase would render the Athletic Committee's report on the deployment of grants-in-aid at least 20% more efficient. This would include assurance that proper academic standards have been maintained.

The Commission does not favor an across-the-board withdrawal of financial support to encourage the continuation of reservation of a number of dormitory accommodations. It believes that at the end of the 1966-67 fiscal year, there will exist a surplus of $15,000. The additional $10,000 to be reserved in the combined local (non-state) accounts of intercollegiate athletics. At least $10,000 of this amount should be withdrawn and used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.

It is recommended that the additional $10,000 be used for the following purposes:

1. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the fall quarter, 1967.
2. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the spring quarter, 1967.
3. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the summer quarter, 1967.
4. To cover the estimated $10,000 cost of maintaining dormitories both undergraduate and graduate for the winter quarter, 1967.
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should also accommodate a physical education program for the Edwardsville Campus in accommodating programs of physical education, recreational, and intercollegiate athletics, and intramurals. Present recreational fields work system is to be instituted in the following year.

The Commission feeeds that the above recommendation and the implementation of the self-support measures will provide the initial framework for the development of a complete athletic program on the Edwardsville Campus. Con-
tinued in this framework are the following provisions for financing, planning, and administering. The Commission feels that this was principally intended for it to go beyond this point. Specific facilities, including the various sports and related equipment, have been developed by a competent staff working in conjunction with the total University program.
The Commission questionnaire, however, establishes the interest in these sports and the Commission encourages the Director of Athletics and the Athletic Committee to see that these recommendations are implemented in the planning of the complete athletic program for the Edwardsville Campus.

The questionnaire was principally intended to determine the feasibility of standard intercollegiate athletic programs. There are many other sport events that might be considered in the future such as those found in the Olympics. Development should determine interest in such events and other criteria such as facilities, equipment, and scheduling of competing, there may also be more practical for such other sports as to develop as club activities. However, the Commission feels that for the moment there is primary interest in the varsity program. It should be noted that the recom-
mands in these surveys be restored with similar circumstances on the Edwardsville Campus. The intent was to recommend a one-campus university concept even though the athletic programs will be evolved and performed independently. It is not intended to imply that such a program can be an absolute for the future. Circumstances of the program might necessitate future differences. The Commission recommends that the establishment of the intercollegiate athletic programs with the similarities of a one-campus university concept can relate a new and continuing program which can be mutually beneficial to both campuses.

It is also intended that the com-
munication of these recommendations be insti-
tuted on a rental arrangement to be instituted on a rental basis until such a campus program for the Edwardsville Campus.

EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS RECOMMENDATIONS
Consistent with the initial con-
clusion of the Commission, intercollegiate athletics are an im-
portant part of the educational unit on the recommendation of the Com-
mission--that there be a staged program of intercollegiate athletics on the Edwardsville Campus-- the following recommendations are made:
(1) It is essential to establish an student activity fee budget for intercollegiate athletics to provide the per student as in effect on the Carbondale Campus.
(2) It is an Intercollegiate Committee in structure and function, and that of the Carbondale Campus.
(4) a Division of Health, Physical Education, and Athletics and the organizational framework for the development of a complete athletic program on the Edwardsville Campus. For the establishment of a Division, it is recommended that the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee be actively included in the selection process.
(5) It is recommended that the Dean of the Division of Health, Physical Education, and Athletics be appointed the existing and future committees engaged in planning facilities poten-
tial for religious and direct all administrative planning units to include consultation with the Commission. It is important to the Intercollegiate Committee is that such consistency can be maintained within the framework of the Edwardsville Campus was resolved.

In the case of the Cardbodale Campus, as well as other colleges and universities having institutionalized programs, physical facilities must be developed to these programs. Facilities are possible within practical limitations. It is, therefore, vital to establish continuity of programs in physical education, intramurals, recreation, and inter-
the operate and coordinate in the plan-
ated at a least six facilities to accommodate equipment to the best overall interests of the University.

In regard to the programs of physical education, intramurals, non-collegiate athletics, and inter-
collegiate athletics are and will be in initial stages of development, and thus, be related to varying degrees in the use of the Edwardsville Campus. It is recommended that the Dean of the Division effect operational routines to be carried out on the maximum coordination of these functions to the best interests of the University.

(7) Within a reasonable period following the recommendation of the Division of Health, Physical Education, and Athletics should sub-
mit a comprehensive proposal for a staged program of intercollegiate athletics and the related sports. There should be included an appropriate program of intra-collegiate program scholarships for the im-
plementation and continuation of some of the sports included in the program. The report is to be up-
individual colleges. In this context it is evident that the stage development report, the Carbondale Campus is the Edwardsville Campus.

The Commission recommends that athletics, and the related sports not be viewed separately but must be considered as part of the development of the total University.

APPENDIX
(These accumulated study materials are available in the campus libraries.)
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The Status of Fraternities and Sororities at Southern Illinois University

A Report to the President

By the Commission on Social Fraternities and Sororities

The following pages contain the full report of the Commission on Social Fraternities and Sororities which I established in the spring of 1966. The purpose of making this report available at this time is to encourage a full and open dialogue within all segments of the University Community about this report, parts of which may be controversial.

Many of the issues raised are complex and not easily resolved, others call attention to long standing problems. This full implementation of all of the Commission's recommendations without modification may not be possible. Nevertheless the report is a thoughtful document worthy of careful consideration.

Recently I met with the Commission to discuss the report. At this meeting it was decided that the Commission augmented by Dean of Students Wilbur Moulton would constitute a committee to develop an operating paper based upon the Commission's study and suggestions received from interested members of the University Community at large. Therefore, I am requesting that interested faculty and students send their comments and suggestions to Professor Donald Robinson, Professor of Higher Education who served for shorter periods of time.

In addition to Professor Robinson other faculty members on the Commission were Professors Sheldon Alexander, Randall Nelson, Eloise Snyder, Robert Mueller and Professor Lon Shelby who served during the early months of committee deliberations. The student body was represented by Mr. Anthony Giannelli, Mr. Bard Grose and Miss Martha Moyer who served throughout and Miss Sharon Hill and Miss Kathy Ganey who served for shorter periods of time.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the work of the Commission and commend each member for a sincere effort in behalf of the University.

Delyte W. Morris
President

THE STATUS OF FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES AT SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT

BY THE COMMISSION ON SOCIAL FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

Mr. Sheldon Alexander
Mr. Anthony Giannelli
Mr. Bard Grose
Miss Martha Moyer
Mr. Robert Mueller
Mr. Randall Nelson
Mr. Donald Robinson (Chairman)
Miss Eloise Snyder

PREAMBLE

A basic goal of the university is to further the intellectual, social, and emotional growth of the individual. These goals should be shared by all organized university groups. Optimally, all groups, including the Greek system, have certain characteristics which ought to enhance their unique opportunities in this regard.

PREFACE

The President's Commission on Social Fraternities and Sororities was established in 1966 at the request of the Presidents of the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils. It was determined that the composition of the Commission would consist of four faculty members and four student members, and a faculty chairman. Initially, membership of the Commission was composed of:

Chairman: Professor Donald W. Robinson--Higher Education.
Faculty: Professor Sheldon Alexander--Psychology.
Professor Randall Nelson--Government.
Professor Lon Shelby--History.
Professor Eloise Snyder--Sociology.
Students: Mr. Anthony Giannelli;
Mr. Bard Grose;
Miss Sharon Hill;
Miss Martha Moyer.

During the course of the year, it became necessary for two members, Professor Shelby and Miss Hill, to resign their positions on the Commission. These vacant positions were filled by Professor Robert Mueller of the Music Department and for a short period of time by Miss Kathy Ganey, then President of Delta Zeta Sorority.

The final report herein transmitted represents the consensus of this combined Commission with the exception of Miss Ganey, who did not participate in the formulation or writing of the final report since she was not on campus.

Since its establishment, the Commission has met almost weekly over a period of time equaling three and one half quarters. In that time the Commission has interviewed many administrators, students, faculty, alumni and faculty advisers. In addition, a written questionnaire was sent to the advisors of the groups. Further, the Division of Student Affairs and the fraternities and sororities submitted detailed data about the Greek system. Thirdly, the Commission solicited the advice of outside consultants, and, in particular, Dr. Edmund G. Williamsen, Executive Dean of Students at the University of Minnesota. A final method of collecting information was a survey of other universities and colleges with Greek systems similar to the system at Southern Illinois University.

L. AN OVERVIEW OF THE GREEK SYSTEM AT SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE

Even though only six percent of the Southern Illinois University student body is associated with the Greek system, the Commission has found that the system does make a positive contribution to the campus community, and that over the course of the past several years there has been noticeable improvement in several areas such as scholarship, social behavior, and number of students interested in joining a social fraternity or sorority. Deficiencies, as will be noted, do exist, but the Commission is of the opinion that on balance, the system can fill a real need in the University community. Therefore, the Commission recommends that the fraternity and sorority system on the Carbondale campus be encouraged, supported, and allowed to function at optimum benefit to itself and the University.

On the positive side, the Commission is convinced that many activities supported by the University could not be successfully continued without the enthusiastic assistance of the fraternities and sororities. For example, the Commission has found that much of the manpower and leadership for New Student Week, Homecoming, Parents' Day, and Spring Festival are provided by the "Greeks." The Theta Xi Variety Show, which has developed into a major all-campus event, is an excellent example of the resourcefulness of the system. These groups also participate in a considerable number of charitable or assistance type activities as is evidenced by the annual Christmas Party for orphans, participation in the March of Dimes Drive, the recently established Panhellenic Council Sigma Iota scholarship, and et cetera. Moreover, as part of the pledge training program, each pledge class is required to undertake a service project for the University. There is an inestimable resource in manpower and leadership in these groups that has been neither fully recognized nor developed by this university.

The origin of the term fraternity...
is the Greek word, "phrater," which means a group of blood-related families. It is from this Greek origin that the Greek system of houses or "fraternities and sororities" is derived, and hence the use of the word "brotherhood" by the fraternity and sorority members representing the relationship between members. The word "sorority" is a contraction of the words "sisters of sorrows," a term derived from the Greek word, "soros," meaning sister.

The Greek system, a conspicuous phenomenon of the large university, the Commission has found, is extremely well known. The Greek system presents a multiplicity of symbols and a special opportunity to develop close ties in a small community.

The members of fraternities and sororities who were interviewed had been a part of the Greek system and were extremely cognizant of the close personal relationship fostered by the group. This group identity has the healthy effect of relieving the trend toward alienation of the self-identified alienated individual. Again, it is the belief of the Commission that at Southern Illinois University the goals of these groups and the symbols with which they identify can be or are being used more effectively to complement the goals of the university. This has been the case in the past. From the University standpoint, group integration and acceptance will be to a considerable degree, involve cooperation with the Greek system and, consequently, this fact will inevitably inure to the benefit of the University. In this process, support that may take a variety of forms, none of which the University would hesitate to do.

Another valuable aspect of Greek affiliation that has been strongly pointed out is the fact that the Greek system is a tool before the Commission is the opportunity for leadership training and the means of presenting potential evidence to support this claim. The Commission recommends that members undertake positions of leadership and responsibility both within the university and with groups within the Greek system. The fact is that the Greek system remains an excellent operation of a fraternity or sorority house is, in effect, a small business. Not infrequently, the House will handle several thousand dollars in cash at one time. The bookkeeper, treasurer, and house manager are, therefore, in positions of substantial responsibility. In addition, the disbursement and disbursement of this amount of money is no small task for an enterprise of this size. The key individual or woman. The participant orienta-
tional program has facilitated their members to seek positions of responsibility throughout the campus. The Greek system is perhaps the most important of these or board members of Greek organizational conducting and witnessed by the Greek system. Many factors have contributed to the Greek system's ability to maximize the positive potential of these organizations might be fully realized.

In making this recommendation, the Commission is not concerned with the quantity of the staff, but with the quality of that staff. That is, we are concerned that each person should be an appropriately trained, professional staff member, knowledgeable about the affairs of a Greek system, and able to provide effective advice and counsel. The Commission learned that at several other institutions (University of Maryland, etc.) a transition has been made, with successful results, toward a staffing pattern which encourages the interested and trained graduate students as-live-in residents councilors.

RECOMMENDATION: EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATION (STAFFING PATTERN)

1. A new staff position at the assistant dean of students level be filled with primary responsibility for Greek organizations. This person should be an appropriately trained, professional staff member, knowledgeable about the Greek system, and able to provide effective advice and counsel.

2. The use of graduate student resident counselors is strongly encouraged. Experience in other Greek units, and at other institutions seems to indicate that these individuals are better trained and interested, these individuals are able to provide meaningful advice and counseling to the groups, and individual members, and might readily be made available to make wider use of faculty members as trained dinner guests and dis-
cussants.

Role of Advisors and Regulations Concerning Social Behavior

Ideally, all student groups including fraternities and sororities must have the benefit of guidance and advice other than that provided through the Greek system. This is true of the large, middle, and small other social groups on campus. Typically, this advice and guidance would be provided by the medium of interested faculty or administrators. However, to be effective an advisor group must make itself available to interested individuals who might be interested in such advice.
is the Greek word, "frater," which means a member of a fraternity or sorority. It is derived, and hence the use of "fraternity" and "sorority" is mandatory to be a group of men interested in friendship, can be used interchangeably.

Another valuable aspect of Greek affiliation that has been strongly mentioned where the Commission has found substantial evidence to support this claim. Specifically, it is in this area that members to undertake positions of leadership, which are often found within the individual groups and within the Greek system. The fact is that, because the Greek system is an effective way to bring together students to operate a fraternity or sorority house, it is, in effect, a small business. Not infrequently, the House will handle several thousand dollars in cash in a single month, the treasurer, and house manager are, therefore, in positions of substantial responsibility for the acquisition and disbursement of this amount of money. Also, various activities, such as eighteen to twenty-year old men or women. The participant orientation, however, is not singular. The Commission observed that in the case of some advisors, the Greek system will help eliminate the attitude of fraternity and sorority members that there exists a lack of positive contact with the administration and staff support for these organizations.

Role of Advisors and Regulations

The position of advisor is a very important part of every man's and woman's education, in that it allows a faculty member to do a better job than any other group or, for that matter, the University itself.

There is another aspect of socialization in the group life of the fraternity or sorority that cannot be overlooked. Young men and women entering college generally form groups from all walks of life and from a variety of religious and ethnic backgrounds. It is true that this is not necessarily true at Southern Illinois University, where social stratification in students' socialization begins to accommodate themselves and their peers. The system, which has been referred to as a "system that is as much as any student college student must accept the frailties and the limitations of his system of group identification, because of the closer proximity of the association."

The Commission believes that all of the aforementioned are positive contributions of the Greek system at Southern Illinois University. The Commission believes that the system has not been operating optimally. These deficiencies will be emphasized in the remainder of the report. It will suffice to say that one of the most effective means of group identification with the University is the Greek system. The fact is that students have found it difficult to establish this strong identification, partly because the houses were in a way competitive with the University and of higher education in general. They have not always had the confidence and responsibility which they believe to be a cardinal virtue of the University. They have not always been recognized, and that the same criticisms can be levied against the Greek system, particularly for their role in dormitories, They have not always been recognized, and that the same criticisms can be levied against the Greek system, particularly for their role in dormitories.

2. Attems, rules, or regulations have been arbitrarily drawn without appropriate communication.

RECOMMENDATIONS: EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATION (POLICIES, RULES, AND REGULATIONS)

The Commission urges that there be a codification of policies and rules regulations which particu­larly define the relationships between the University and the fraternities and sororities, and which operate in a system of leadership and channels of communication. We emphasize that this be done in cooperation with the Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Council, and the faculty, students, and appropriate administrative staff.

Il. Administration

A. EXTERNAL UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

During the course of its inquiry, the Commission has devoted considerable time and effort to the administration of the fraternity and sorority system at Southern Illinois University. Carbondale, Illinois, and it is compared with similar programs at other institutions. In the course of the Commission's work, the University administration has been characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust. The University administration has been characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust.

The Commission believes that the Greek system is a valuable system and is it compared with similar programs at other institutions. In the course of the Commission's work, the University administration has been characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust. The University administration has been characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust. The University administration has been characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust.

The Commission recognizes that the Greek system, often augmented by an appropriate supporting staff, does not achieve the desired objectives. However, the Commission urges careful consideration of the system of the Greek system, and the Greek system.

Policies, Rules, and Regulations

During the past several years, there has been considerable turnover in relevant student personnel and programs. Notwithstanding, it appears that the primary visible influence has been through officers identified with physical aspects of the system and the student personnel oriented staff of the Dean of Students Office. There exists an attitude among student members of these organizations, particularly the "administration" that "the administration" does not provide group identification and aspects of Greek life but only the negative, more explicitly, the prevailing attitude among the "Greek" student seems to be that the group is not interested in the prevailing attitude among the "Greek" student seems to be that the group is not interested in...
The Commission observed that at the present time the University does not require these groups to file financial statements with the Dean of Student Affairs. In many cases, some of the most essential attributes of any organized group is financial solvency.

RECOMMENDATION: GROUP SELF-GOVERNMENT (FINANCIAL STABILITY)

In order to assure that groups are making adequate strides to assure such, the Commission recommends that a financial audit be performed and that this report be submitted to the Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils to the assistant dean for Small Group Housing and to the Assistant Dean's Office.

Internal Administration

The Commission has observed that there appears to be a considerable lag in the management of the Interfraternity Council and the Panhellenic Council and their respective officers and incoming and outgoing officers.

RECOMMENDATION: GROUP SELF-GOVERNMENT (INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION)

Therefore, it is recommended that each group conduct procedures to ensure that the officers are aware of their responsibilities and the Assistant Dean's Office.

Scholarship

The Commission knows that at many universities Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils assume the responsibility for maintaining high levels of scholarship within the system. To date, the Commission has seen no evidence that the Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils at Southern Illinois University or the University assume this responsibility.

RECOMMENDATION: GROUP SELF-GOVERNMENT (SCHOLARSHIP)

The Commission strongly recommends that the Interfraternity Council and the Panhellenic Council the University community makes them primarily responsible for maintaining an effective dynamic system. This implies a willingness to fulfill the mandate of self-governance, to be essentially self-regulatory.

Pledging

Since the first contact with fraternal life is during pledging, it will be of the utmost importance that the rules and responsibilities of new pledges not be detrimental so as to conflict with the status of tenure at the University. However, the responsibility of Interfraternity Councils at Southern Illinois University showed that the scholarship achievement of the pledges is also being affected seriously during the pledge period. In other matters relating to pledging, the Commission urges that the fraternities and sororities see now more than a surface interest in the quality of their public image and are striving to correct misconceptions about them as well as at the same time they reinforce their critics' concepts of fraternity life by allowing pledge practices of a degrading nature.

This state of affairs necessarily leads to hostile attitudes, and without it at the same time that must be dealt with in order for them to assume a progressive and more oriented position within the University community. The most important problems lies in the areas of scholarship, financial stability, internal chapter management, pledging, and rushing.

RECOMMENDATION: GROUP SELF-GOVERNMENT (PLEDGING)

Therefore, the Commission recommends that all pledging practices be examined so that the University will become a less attractive and shall be evaluated so that it can be considered.